This transcript of a session organised by Ty and Charlene Bollinger is not word for word but contains the most important points, while the important parts are word for word with nothing added.

The participants are the same as those in part one: Dr Andrew Wakefield, Dr Rashid Buttar, Dr Sherri Tenpenny, Del Bigtree, Bobby Kennedy, Judy Mikovits

PREAMBLE: There is no end of dirt on the net about Andrew Wakefield, this shows how great an effect he had on people with his exposure of the harmful effects of vaccines. He was Director for the movie Vaxxed which exposed how vaccines cause autism. The disease cowboys hate him. Del Bigtree was one of the producers of the movie Vaxxed. www.watchonline.guide. You can watch by signing up for a free 30-day trial of 'prime video'.

Robert F Kennedy [RFK or Robert Kennedy Jnr.] son of the late Robert Kennedy. As I looked on the net for details, I am astounded at the volume of hate and disinfo about him. This shows how very biased our search engines are (using Startpage not Google) He has been a well known attorney for environmental groups. In this short video he says that his children received vaccines so he was not always against them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzIgqQPrqpc

"The pharmaceutical companies give 5.4 million dollars a year to the media and they've gotten rid of the lawyers." Trump appointed Kennedy to investigate vaccines and autism, however the project has stalled, it is said, probably because of too much pressure from the vaccine lobby.

Charlene
Tucker Carlson (interviewer in the above short video) spoke of "Operation Warp Speed" - they are going to speed through the trials they should be doing, they're gonna skip through all this safety testing they have to do to get to this vaccine, they're gonna have a hundred million ready to go, so if it's good, it's ready to roll out which is such a massive concern of ours. The guest talked about this is if it were a good thing, and Tucker Carlson who has interviewed our good friend Bobby Kennedy - he shared the truth about vaccines a couple of years ago - did not dig into that issue. I was really let down.

Kennedy
There's now 80 separate vaccine projects, Bill Gates has 8 of them, he is now the biggest vaccine producer in the world. One of his vaccines is the Moderna vaccine, which is the first one out of the gate. Moderna vaccine is a really dangerous human experiment, it's shockingly reckless, and particularly to go forward without any kind of animal test at all. They want to write the human phase one trials. The reason it was preferable - and by the way Tony Fauci has arranged for a company which has never produced a vaccine, which has never produced any project, which was on the verge of bankruptcy, it had 1.5 billion dollars of debt, lost 500 million dollars last year alone, was gonna go bankrupt and Gates has been funding it. Fauci rescued the company from bankruptcy by giving them the first of these projects. The project is an RNA vaccine, which has never been made before.

Unlike most vaccines, which are injected with an antigen, which is a piece of the target virus, a disabled piece, and an adjuvant which shocks the body to increase the immune response, that's how every other vaccine works - what the RNA vaccine does, it is an experimental technology that has never been done before in history, and what it does is it injects a snippet of the virus which carries a genetic code in its RNA that is designed to alter the DNA, the code in every cell in your body, to get your body to start naturally producing those antigens. It is a form of genetic engineering - it IS genetic engineering. It has been condemned by the Geneva statement, because those genetic changes will survive in your sperm and they will live on in your children or in your ovaries. THEY ARE [proposing to] INJECTING HUMANS WITH AN UNTESTED GENE-
I want to say one other thing. There's a problem with Covid vaccines that requires that they have to be tested, and that problem is called the paradox immune enhancement. Here's what happened: after the SARS epidemic in 2002 - there were 3 SARS epidemics, first one was a natural one that began in China and there were two that were lab escapees. That's not controversial, people know that, acknowledge that.

After that, the Chinese and the Western nations all got together and said, “We've got to develop a vaccine to treat coronavirus”, which SARS was, this kind of coronavirus - they developed about 30 different vaccines and they chose the four most promising models. They tested them on ferrets, which is the animal most analogous to the human reaction to other respiratory infections, very similar to humans. In all four vaccines, the ferrets developed an admirable immune response. Scientists often hit the jackpot, the is the metric upon which the FDA bases vaccine approval. Vaccines are never tested in the field. The FDA never gives 2,000 people a vaccine and 2,000 people a placebo and says go out in the world and see what happens. That never happens. The way the vaccines get a licence is the promoter of the vaccine injects a couple of thousand people with the vaccine and they test their blood to see if they developed an antibody response. Well, the ferrets developed a picture-perfect antibody response, so they all thought they hit the jackpot, but then something horrible happened. When those ferrets were later exposed to the wild virus, they all had body-wide inflammation in all their organs and they died. The scientists then remembered something, they remembered that in the 1960s, the FDA and the NIH had tested an RSV vaccine which is very similar to coronavirus, upper respiratory vaccine. They skipped animal studies and went right to humans - 35 human being kids. The kids again developed a sterling antibody response so they thought again they had hit the jackpot. When those children were exposed to the virus, instead of protecting them against it, the vaccine actually enhanced the pathways of the virus and two of those kids died - they all became horrendously sick. It became a scandal and they dropped it and they never touched it again. They realised when they .... those ferrets, that the coronavirus does something interesting when it provokes the antibody response. There's two kinds of antibodies - there's neutralising antibodies, which are the kind that defend you from disease, and there's another kind called the binding antibody that actually helps the virus stick to your receptors and makes it much more dangerous. And that's the kind that is produced by coronavirus vaccines. That was in 2012 and they completely terminated the program.

But then in 2014, Tony Fauci had developed a dengue vaccine and in the clinical trials for the dengue vaccine, they saw some of the same signals and actually the people that got the vaccine and that later were exposed were very sick. They glossed over that and they gave it to the Philippines - gave it to 100,000 kids and many of those kids, when they finally encountered the virus in the wild became horrendously sick and 600 of them died. The Philippine government today is criminally prosecuting the Philippine public health officials who waved that vaccine through, because they should have known that Fauci in his clinical trials had seen these signals previously.

So today, the people who have been fighting all the people on this panel - Sherri and Andy and Del and Judy and me, the people who have been our loudest critics - Peter Hotez, Paul Offit, Ian Lipkin, all of our vaccine developers, all of them are bullhorns for the vaccine industry. All of them are the generals of the mercenary army that has been fighting us for years. And all of them aren't saying it is insanely dangerous for Tony Fauci to go ahead with these trials to inject human beings. He started on March 12 injecting human beings in Seattle, Washington - volunteers who, I'm sure, had no idea that their genes were being permanently altered for generations. There's no informed consent, because I guarantee you Tony Fauci didn't tell them that. He's testing his vaccine that he put almost half a billion dollars into, authorized taxpayer funds going into that which gives him control of the patent, of half the patent, and Bill Gates' vaccine to fast track this very dangerous vaccine without animal studies is reckless - and I would say it is criminal.
And I would like to answer that, Bobby that is amazing ... we are now operating under the PREP Act, its a 2005 piece of legislation that stands for Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness, that was tacked on to the tail end of a defense appropriation bill at 11:20 at night on a Friday night, December 17th after everybody in the House had already signed off and gone home. The Senate never read it, they passed it - even your uncle, Ted Kennedy said afterward, you know we judge how well the pharmaceutical company usually wins around here, and they usually get big wins, but no, they've never gotten a win this big. And you can't find any of those documents now, but I wrote in my book *Fowl* in real time about the bird flu and all of that is in my book. I've captured that, and if you go try to find that stuff on the Internet now, you can find about the PREP Act, all of it's been scrubbed, because what does the PREP Act actually do? It gives complete liability immunity for any covered countermeasure that's made. While it's in place you can't sue them, their products have complete liability immunity, the only way you can sue them is if a bunch of people get injured or killed. You have to go to the US Attorney General and prove wilful misconduct, that they were intentionally going to create a product to intentionally harm you and kill you. And it's like, good luck with that. Well, guess what, Alex Azar [Egzar] our great HHS secretary instituted the PREP Act, on February 4th he put it in there and he put it into the Federal Register on March 17th, so we are operating under that now. So I'd like you to expand on that more, I mean that's what I know about it, when I've read about it, and where we are operating now. What else can you let people know about this PREP Act?

Bobby
Bill Gates said from the beginning he was not going to allow any of these vaccines to be used unless he [unintelligible] all the governments and all the countries, because he knows he's gonna kill a lot of people, and he himself said, “Look, this vaccine is only going to be tested on maybe a thousand people”. But what if there's an injury rate of one in 10,000? You won't see that if you test a thousand people. Let's say it's a death rate of one in 110,000, very possible and you'll never see it. If you give that vaccine to 7 billion people which is what he's intending, I mean 700,000 people are gonna die from it! And you'll get to a level with other injuries, etc. that you're causing more problems than you're averting, it's very possible if you're only testing that vaccine on 1,000 humans and no animals, plus there's no placebo! But they don't care because they're under the PREP Act, so they have complete blanket immunity from liability! They can end up killing every person they give this to in Seattle, what do they care? You know it's a gamble for them because if that Moderna vaccine works, Gates is gonna make a billion dollars. And if it doesn't work, he's got 8 other ones in the pipeline. They'll just say oh that was a bad experiment. The reason they're going forward so quickly with that is because there's no biological material, you don't have to manufacture anything.

With other vaccines you have to start a factory, and you have to grow the vaccine, the mould in the Petri dish, and you have to switch it from animal to animal to animal, and treat it, you have to add the adjuvant and it's a long process - but with the Moderna vaccine your body becomes the factory because you're altering the human DNA so that IT will produce the antibody and so they don't have to build any factory, they just take little snippets of the RNA and inject them into human beings and you do all the work! So they can fast-track it overnight, they can literally get it to market within months. And that's what they did, within weeks, all they needed was that genetic code from the Chinese and they can make this RNA virus and it is extraordinary. It's never been used, it's never been proven in any model and the company that's making it has never brought a product to market. They've never been through phase three trials and they were on the edge of bankruptcy. Oh, it is really, really, really crazy (Andrew interjects: What could possibly go wrong?) And how willing they are to play God with this vaccinology. And Gates has this megalomaniacal Messiah complex where he believes that he is up there and he can experiment with lesser beings and if there's collateral damage then so be it! He's well intentioned and he's gonna save the world. And you know those poor suckers who took this are heroes because there's no biological material, but you have to manufacture anything.
the generational component - because now it's actually changing the genetic code, and it's going to be something that's going to stay consistent and continue to propagate generation to generation, am I right Judy? (Yes.)

Del
So much so btw that I believe one of the studies we were looking at, I believe it was the Moderna study, they are forbidding sexual intercourse without full protection, meaning they are so concerned there can be no pregnancy allowed by anybody involved in this study meaning that they are so concerned that they may have a generational problem - they can't be working on a child or however you want to put that. I think one of my biggest concerns when I talk about this I believe this is the God vaccine. We're talking about not letting the body react to the antigen or something, we're talking about messaging RNS, we're talking about putting in man made messages that go to all your cells to make the cell think it's getting information from the DNA ... but here's my biggest concern. We do know that they're focussed on this antibody immune enhancement issue that you very well described. The animals all died in the trials and now we're going on to human beings. Now this is what Hotez sat before Congress and talked about. Even Tony Fauci said on TV that this vaccine could make people more sick, we don't want to do that. But the most troubling thing about it that most people don't understand, is how little these virologists know about how a vaccine works, and even more so what Dr Peter Hotez said, we don't know why antibody immune enhancement happens. We don't know what's causing it. So my concern is that in these small test groups that they're doing, you know I agree, they might as well have just signed up to go to Mars for the first time, you know my hat's off to them. I don't know if they know what risks they've taken. But what happens, let's say they get around it, one of these vaccines gets to one of these small trials and for some reason antibody immunity doesn't happen - whatever virus they're working with, whatever mutation. Throughout time the history of mankind there's never been a bacteria or a virus outbreak that took out the species. We survive, we even get stronger as we go along, but we're talking about a vaccine that's being discussed by world leaders, being driven by Bill Gates, saying everyone in the world is going to get this vaccine. Can you imagine a vaccine that gets to the trials, looks like it's safe, then all of a sudden maybe the strain that they designed the vaccine around, it gets out and starts triggering antibody immune enhancement. Now we're not watching .1% of people die, .3% or 10%, say 30% of people coming in contact with what would have been a cold, like those ferrets, their bodies are overreacting to this, their bodies are having complete organ failure and shutdown. It could eradicate our species, that is how dangerous this vaccine is. "Rushed" and "science" in the same sentence is the most dangerous statement that can ever be made. THIS IS THE MESSAGE THAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO SHARE WITH EVERYONE THEY KNOW. This is not a joke. This thing is coming for us and I can't imagine anything more ridiculous than a life-threatening vaccine that has an issue that they don't even understand why it happens, for an illness that kills .1 to .3% of the world.

Bobby
The CNN today in a really interesting article that appeared this morning about Moderna, a very long article, the last couple of paragraphs they interviewed two of the four officials, people who had worked on Moderna till 2018, and one of them was I think the CEO of the company, he said "I was shocked when I read that the Federal government had given that company 438 million dollars." The other guy said, I don't know what they were thinking of, this is the guy who worked at the company. The other guy was their chief chemist, and he said "There is nothing that could make me put that vaccine in my body".

Andrew
You're right Dell, the end of the extraordinary interview by Peter RB, Arby, I've known him for many years, a very good vaccinologist, works for a vaccine maker ... he said in that interview, we think we know what our vaccines are doing. We don't. He's a very honest man and he went up against the system and then demonstrated clearly looking at the non-specific effects of vaccines, the TTP vaccine had killed more children in West Africa than it had saved from the target diseases diptheria, tetanus and pertussis. And that is the most widely used vaccine historically in the world. ["That's Gates' vaccine", says Bobby]. It was an astonishing admission and it was completely ignored. I think the only response of the authorities was to remove his funding. But we really live in
an era where we know so little and we assume so much. Same thing happened with pertussis. I remember that Salzberg wrote an article blaming anti-vaxxers for the outbreak of whooping cough, and then there was an admission by Christopher Gill from Boston University that we've made assumptions upon assumptions. We're in the embarrassing position to have to admit we've made some serious mistakes! That's the truth. It's not the anti-vaxxers, it's the hubris as someone pointed out, of the pharmaceutical industry and the vaccinologist. The idea that you can exert dominion, you can mutate, you can adapt, you can change these things, you can give them back by a different route, a strain, and you can assume dominion over organisms, and that you will master them. No you won't. **WE FACE A SIXTH EXTINCTION AND IT'S THE ONLY ONE IN THE GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS PLANET THAT'S BEEN MAN MADE.** And it's the only one actually that we can avert, and I believe that we will avert.

**Sherri Tenpenny**

... Maybe people will start to understand our relationship with microbes and it's not all bad ...

**Rashid**

We need to be asking why this information is being censored.... a lot of doctors don't know how to deal with this because it's not how a virus normally presents itself. (talks about altitude sickness, i.e. hypoxia etc., intubation and so on). But now the political aspects, and nurses are coming out saying that people are being murdered, respiratory therapists aren't being allowed to respond to the codes, doctors that come out and speak about this are being removed from those places, their videos are being censored. All sorts of different censorship is going on. Our fundamental rights are being questioned and is this how you cook a frog, you don't throw it into boiling water, you slowly turn up the heat. I see this as a great opportunity, this is an evolutionary process we are gonna go through as human beings and it's up to us to rise to that occasion. The most important question to me is why is information being censored? [I'm sure he knows the answer.]

**Andrew**

Del gave an outstanding interview on this issue of censorship ... extraordinary levels of censorship. All these traditional platforms are disappearing for the kind of story we're telling. We are going out on a new censorship-free platform [https://www.sphir.io/](https://www.sphir.io/), which provides a specific platform for this very conversation. I would strongly recommend to people that we focus on a platform such as this to bring all of this information. I make a plea to people for that, [https://www.sphir.io/](https://www.sphir.io/), a censorship-free, blockchain-encrypted platform that will by virtue of censorship on all other mainstream platforms, be a place to go in the future.

**Charlene**

The pharmaceutical industry spends more money than any other buying off our politicians. Vimeo also, Charlene talks about heavy censorship, shadow banned on Twitter, they took Vaxxed down as well. 38 minutes approx. You cannot find "The Truth About Cancer" any more, you cannot find our website now, so this is a problem. Google took us completely off their platform. Coming together like this as a panel is critical to fight censorship and fake news, as is the platform that Andy was talking about.

Ty comes in and talks about censorship also. All we want is to be able to have a discussion about it, or debate, but they won't allow it. And all we want is to be able to say I don't want to take that vaccine, the right to choose, that's really all we want, etc.

**Sherri**

The provaccine people, if they really believe what they're talking about and they have faith in what they're doing and they trust their science, they're missing a great opportunity to put all of us on a stage somewhere ...

**Rashid**

Rashid says if they have already been vaccinated, then what are they worried about? EXACTLY I SAY, but no one seems to talk about this! If vaccines work, what's your problem with wanting or making everyone have them? Rashid says, “I'm not anti vaccine, but I've always been anti-
Bobby
One of the primary tools of our opponents is to characterise us as anti-vax. Mainstream of our country, of the world believes all of the propaganda about vaccines, and so if New York Times or CNN can convince somebody that you’re anti-vax, they then have a license to shut you up and to marginalise you, and to discredit you. I’m for good science and honest regulators, but we don’t have any of those things and I’m all for good vaccines if they’re effective and safe, problem is, nobody’s ever done that.

Del
The truth is, one of our biggest complaints is that the pro-vaxxers keep saying "The science is settled", and anyone that’s been through a high school science class knows that’s the least scientific statement you could possibly make! And that's why I don't say I'm anti-vaccine. It's the same as saying MY science is settled, and that nothing will ever happen in the future that could change my mind. That makes you an idiot and unscientific. That's what having a scientific mind is all about. It's not about closing doors - it's understanding what you're looking at.

Charlene
Around the table we want to know what you're doing and how people can find you. Let's start with Andy Wakefield

Andrew
A new film coming out, its called “1986: The Act” [1986-The Act (National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act) www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlsOWNi81L4]. How did this come to pass? What was the catalyst that drove this pro-vax agenda worldwide? And a push for mandates. It was in large part the 1986 Act signed in by Ronald Reagan that gave liability protection to the vaccine makers. At the time, it was a limited liability. It has since become a liability protection for all damage done for all vaccines on the childhood schedule. And what it did was give the pharmaceutical industry the perfect business model of a mandatory market and that what it did was give no liability and that was a profit machine. That profit machine allowed them to buy the politicians, buy the media, buy the medical profession, buy public opinion, and that has made them extremely powerful.

What circumvents this Act is fraud. If they can be shown to have committed fraud, if they deliberately put people in harms way, if they know they could make vaccines safer and they chose not to, and hid that fact then they are liable and it's one way of bringing this Act to its knees. IT'S NO EXAGGERATION TO SAY THAT, IN MY OPINION, WHAT THE FILM REVEALS IS PREMEDITATED, FIRST-DEGREE MURDER. That is something that will come to people's screens very soon. I urge people to watch it because, like Vaxxed, it will shift the paradigm considerably.

Judy
Our book Plague of Corruption which is what Covid-19 is. The subtitle is Restoring Faith in the Promise of Science. Our website is http://plaguethebook.com/.

Del
First of all you can always find me at https://thehighwire.com/. I do a weekly show. My non-profit website is https://www.icandecide.org/ if you want to read about the lawsuits many that Bobby has helped me with. This is a time of hope. Fear is what they're trying to sell us, more than a vaccine program, more than tracking, it's fear. If you're experiencing fear right now, you've got to shift that energy. [Del is giving a great inspiring speech at around 1:20 that I couldn't write it all down.] None of us want what they're trying to create so why don’t we come together, and flip on the light switch? He says this is our time, the light will prevail ...

Bobby
Such an amazing group. These people are my friends, my comrades-in-arms, people that I trust, people that I call regularly. He praises his friends. Pharmaceutical companies have subverted our
democracy, have victimised our children. They have captured the agencies that are supposed to protect American citizens, they have corrupted the political process, they have subverted the press, they have really a complete control and now they're using this pandemic, some people call it a plandemic because it feels so much like there was a plan behind this that we saw coming for years ... turning America into a surveillance state ... these satellites and a million antennas that are currently being put up ... Bill Gates and Elon Musk have become the instruments of total tyranny, total control, and all these things are now fitting together. You know the 5G is gonna allow them to follow us when we leave our house, because you know their plan is to put chips in us - we know the patents, we see the investments, we see Bill Gates and these 6 different chip systems - tattoo chips, subdermal biometric chips - Microsoft just patented another technology, not only a chip, but sensors that will measure your brain waves, your EEG, your body rate, your heart rate, your adrenaline, all of these different things. You can look this patent up. The system is a system where they will send you a duty, you perform that duty and then you will be paid in cryptocurrency .. And they'll say we want you to sing this song, we want you to walk down this aisle at a grocery store ... [and on he goes.]

5G is not about quicker downloads for your video games or your movies. It's about data and control, it's about taking all the data from your devices, from your Apple watch, from the Alexis in your home, eavesdropping on you all day, from your Siri to your microwave oven, garage door opener, and from your Paypal and from your venmo [??], so that they know what you're doing, what you're buying, everything, so that they know everything about you, and that data is the new oil rush of the 21st century, the gold rush data that is the biggest value entity now on earth. These companies are going to be harvesting how you feel, what you do, what's going on [....?] as a chip that will turn on and off a woman's menstrual process so that she cannot have babies, it will administer drugs inside of your body for years, thousands of doses - and every part of our lives can be subject to control. This [Covid] disease is about engineering compliance, as Del said, it's about training us to do what we're told - to not go to the beach unless we're told, to not kiss our girlfriend unless we're given permission. The other day in Malibu, police were out on the beach giving thousand-dollar tickets to surfers for using the ocean, and people are putting up with this!! And when they get this 5G system in place, you won't even see that, because they'll know when you were at the beach by looking at your cellphone, by looking at your GPS, tracing you by your chips, and they'll just withdraw one thousand dollars from your payroll account with cryptocurrency. [Ed. This is already happening in China.]. That's one of Gates' major things: to get rid of the cash economy, that way they can monitor and scrutinize every transaction that you make, and if they don't like you and you mislead them they can shut it all off. [1:26:36]

And we need to understand that is what's happening here. They are going to rob us not only of our democracy and our liberties, but they're going to rob us of our souls - and they inject the medicines that they want, and they're gonna charge us for the diseases that they give us. They are gonna control our populations, they're gonna control our movements, they're gonna control every part of our lives, so if you are not part of this battle, and you are lost, we are the only things left for all of the things we value in our lives, all of the things that our country stood for. This is it!

And what we're doing, what Children's Health Defense [https://childrenshealthdefense.org/] is doing, is we're suing them, we're using the last instruments of our democracy that are left, we're end running, we're running the blockade of censorship, Del and all of my friends here and we're litigating, we're suing Merck, the HPV vaccine, we are already in discovery, we are in their wheel house, we are looking at their internal papers and they are terrified. We are filing more lawsuits on the censorship. I'm gonna give you a spoiler, I'm gonna tell you that that's coming within a month, again some of the major platforms for censoring us. We are suing to protect doctors who are being harassed and intimidated in California, to protect families who are being abused in New York. We're litigating all over the country because the courts are one of the few places left where we can still make a difference, we can still change policies. THEY'VE NEUTRALIZED AND CO-OPTED AND INFILTRATED ALL OF THE OTHER INSTITUTIONS OF OUR DEMOCRACY, and [.....] between a vulnerable little child and a greedy corporation they're gone, and it is us today who are standing between them.
We have a very important job to inform our public, to organize our public, to strategize with each other, which we do. I'm so grateful that the people that I'm working with, all the major leaders who are here are people that I respect, and I love my brothers, my sisters and I'm so glad that all of you are in the Vauxhall [?] with me. **YOU KNOW WE ARE IN THE LAST BATTLE, THIS IS THE APOCALYPSE, WE ARE FIGHTING FOR THE SALVATION OF HUMANITY**, and you know, we all knew this was coming at some point. I never believed it would come in my lifetime but here it is. **AND YOU KNOW WE'RE LUCKY, WE'RE THE HAPPY FEW, THE BAND OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS, WE KNOW WHAT OUR JOB IS IN THIS LIFE, WE HAVE TO FIGHT AND WE HAVE TO DIE WITH OUR BOOTS ON IF NECESSARY.** Everybody here I'm confident knows what their duty is, I'm going to be standing beside you when you do it, and I know you're going to be standing beside me. Thank you Ty, thank you Charlene, and let's keep fighting.

Charlene
Thank you Bobby, we sure do love you and you're beyond inspiring, you're not just talking about it you are doing it, you're making it happen and Children’s Health Defence is something we're proud to contribute to and to stand with you. Your team is tremendous, Laura Bono, Lyn Moran, and all of the people who work with you behind the scenes, they're working night and day and we all love you Bobby. You're a special man, and we are so grateful that you're using this amazing platform. The Kennedy name, your name, who you are, your heritage to save the world, thank you so much. [He leaves "it's four o'clock, people are screaming at me right now"]

Sherri
One of the things I've done is talks and lots of interviews over the last month. .. maybe with this shutdown God put the world on full stop so that we can take advantage of this time. Maybe every one of us could say, if I only had the time I would ... then fill in the blank. Well guess what, you've got some time now, so maybe that means clean out your closet, clean out your garage and your cupboards, get into your genealogy or tell your kids stories about when you were growing up. Get your physical house in shape now. The second thing you should do is get your physical body in order, the place that you actually live [and she goes on about all of the things we 'never have time to do']. Thirdly and most importantly get your spiritual house in order. We've got some pretty big battles coming up and we can be as optimistic or as pessimistic as we wanna be about what the next 3 to 6 years .. most of us Christians kind of know what the endgame is .. God put you on full stop so that you can get your spiritual house in order. People can find out about me at https://www.drtenpenny.com/. Where we do our news site https://vaxxter.com/. You can sign up for our newsletter. Sherri describes how long she has known others on this panel and gives great thanks to Ty and Charlene. You've given us a platform, you've given us a voice to get our messages out. It's great to know we are teammates, just as Bobby said. The general community doesn't know that we all know each other and work together.

Charlene then gives lots of strokes to Rashid for the popularity of his videos.

Rashid
I just want to say very briefly, fear is an illusion, it exists only in our mind, and this is one of the places they're trying to take humanity down. Fear is not real. Danger is real but fear is not. And so when I'm talking about fear and danger, I want you to be aware that danger is real and you need to be cognizant of it. But what they are painting right now is that this Covid-19 is the danger, and they're trying to make you fearful of it, whereas in fact the danger is not the coronavirus, the danger is exactly what Bobby talked about, what Del talked about, ... - taking away our rights, taking away our fundamental autonomy over our own bodies, over our own children, and truly this is not an exaggeration with Bob saying it IS a fight for humanity. People have given me all sorts of accolades and said I'm so brave and so this and that. THEY DON'T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND, IF I DON'T FIGHT, AND IF THE REST OF US DON'T FIGHT, MY CHILDREN WILL NOT HAVE CHILDREN, AND THAT'S WHAT MOTIVATES ME. My life - if I die today, I've lived a wonderful life, I've lived three wonderful lives, the Creator has truly blessed me, but I want to make sure that my children have the same opportunity and that mankind, humanity has the possibility of a future. I am so excited to be alive right now because I believe that we are writing history here, and that we will be remembered - kids, grandkids and great grandkids will say my grandmother, my grandfather
was involved with that battle when humanity almost became extinct. So I'm excited, I'm resonating in that frequency.

Del, I know of everybody that I know you're one of the few people that has that fire and just can't keep it back, and almost like you verbally vomit on people a lot more eloquently than I do (Del is laughing), but I do appreciate everybody's energy. As far as people can reach us, I had a conversation with Ty ... we're announcing that all of those videos we put together, once they're finished airing, that will be put on advanced medicine and all those things are free. But basically if you go to http://www.askdrbuttar.com/TTAV/ for the truth about vaccines. If you go there and just follow the links you will get to the part where you can access the dashboard, and you'll be able to see all these videos, and you can download them. My strategy after talking with Ty, give it to everybody, it's not going to cost you a single dime. They may be able to censor from YouTube and Facebook, but they can't censor from your own devices. And then pay it forward, PASS IT ON, because the most important thing we can do is empower people with knowledge, because once you've been empowered, nobody can victimize you. Then it doesn't make any difference what they try to do, because now you know what the facts are, you know where the real danger is, and you won't be fearful any more.

Charlene
Wow! That was a great summation and presentation .. she thanks him and everybody. She thanks the viewers too.
The Bible says in Hosea 8:12 that my people perish for lack of knowledge, and we're here to give you the truth and in John 8:32 it says "and ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free". We have given you the truth - SHARE IT! Thank you everybody.

https://shop.thetruthaboutcancer.com/a/secure/checkout/0QxqIg4g4LJuddGf055B?racart=chMzQxOTUzNzA

USD $197 [AUD $305] for full 50 hours truth about vaccines talks on physical dvds, online access, transcripts and audio files to listen to while driving or walking. This is a 60% discount zero hours left to use.

________________________